
L i s a  B r a i t hw a i te

Lisa Lisa Lisa Lisa Braithwaite is a public speaking Braithwaite is a public speaking Braithwaite is a public speaking Braithwaite is a public speaking 

coach and trainercoach and trainercoach and trainercoach and trainer, mentoring 

entrepreneurs to create memorable and 

engaging presentations in order to build 

their businesses through speaking. She 

spent sixteen years designing programs for 

nonprofits as an advocate and educator. She 

has a B.A. in Theater and an M.A. in 

Education, and has been interviewed for the 

Wall Street Journal, Los Angeles Times, 

Chicago Tribune, Men’s Health, Toastmaster 

Magazine, and Inc.com. Lisa’s philosophy is 

that public speaking is fun, it's an awesome 

way to express yourself creatively, and that 

connection and engagement are worth 

more than a thousand techniques.

Speak to Engage: Make Your Speak to Engage: Make Your Speak to Engage: Make Your Speak to Engage: Make Your 

Presentations Meaningful and Presentations Meaningful and Presentations Meaningful and Presentations Meaningful and 

MemorableMemorableMemorableMemorable

Speak to Engage provides an overview of a 

presentation model that puts the audience’s 

needs first, creating an environment that 

serves the audience and makes the content 

more fun and memorable, while reducing 

the stress and anxiety of the presenter.

Participants will learn:Participants will learn:Participants will learn:Participants will learn:

• To create an effective, practical and 

relevant message based on what the 

audience needs, wants and cares about

• To create a structure and flow that takes 

the audience on a journey and leads them 

to the speaker's desired result

• To engage the audience by focusing on 

authenticity, connection, and interaction

Speaking allows entrepreneurs to build rapport Speaking allows entrepreneurs to build rapport Speaking allows entrepreneurs to build rapport Speaking allows entrepreneurs to build rapport 

like no other kind of marketing. Entrepreneurs like no other kind of marketing. Entrepreneurs like no other kind of marketing. Entrepreneurs like no other kind of marketing. Entrepreneurs 

use speaking to build authority, reputation, use speaking to build authority, reputation, use speaking to build authority, reputation, use speaking to build authority, reputation, 

credibility and visibility; to build networks and credibility and visibility; to build networks and credibility and visibility; to build networks and credibility and visibility; to build networks and 

community; to generate warm leads and build a community; to generate warm leads and build a community; to generate warm leads and build a community; to generate warm leads and build a 

list for future offerings; and to influence, inspire list for future offerings; and to influence, inspire list for future offerings; and to influence, inspire list for future offerings; and to influence, inspire 

and create transformation in those they serve.and create transformation in those they serve.and create transformation in those they serve.and create transformation in those they serve.
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“My performance at our event was more 

impactful, more relaxed and ultimately 

more successful, because of my time 

working with Coach Lisa — thank you!” 

Annmarie Cameron

“In less than 3 weeks, Lisa worked with me 

until I felt 100% comfortable with my 

outline and 100% confident and ready. I 

couldn’t believe that in such a small 

amount of time, I was 100% ready and I 

nailed it. Best part: I cannot wait to do it 

again!” Lisa B. Weinstein, Esq.


